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Abstract
Besides as mass production sources of electricity, solar cell technology is now finding opportunity in a
variety of novel energy applications such as building- or transportation- integrated photovoltaics,
military or customer electronics. To this end, CIGS thin film solar cell could be a suitable candidate due
to high efficiency (>22.6%), high stability, low-cost and non-toxic processes. CIGS thin film
architecture is more favorable to widely adjust aesthetic functions such as transparency, flexibility and
coloring. However, since the new functions require use of transparent electrode or flexible substrate,
significant metallurgical, mechanical and processing issues need be solved. In particular, reduced growth
temperature of CIGS, better contact of CIGS with transparent electrode, and high durability on flexible
substrate should be accomplished. In addition, the monolithic-integrated module structure, which CIGS
architecture allows for, can provide a viable option to easily tune module design towards diverse
applications by combining laser scribing technology. In this talk, the on-going efforts on the
optimization of CIGS thin film materials, and laser scribing processes that enable transparent or flexible
solar module fabrication, will be presented.
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